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Why Data-Driven Development?
Data Deluge

Growth in internet users, globally

• Over 90% of data that exists today was created in
the last two years
• Cross-border data flows exceed US$3 trillion each
year
• More than 2.7 million emails are sent, and 60’000
GB of data transmitted, each second
• A single autonomous vehicle will create 4’000 GB of
data for each hour of driving

The challenge is to extract value from this
data and to put it to work—
for governments, firms and individuals.

Source: ITU World Telecommunication/ICT Indicators Database
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Where is all the data coming from?
Historically

Growth in data traffic

• Fixed networks, optimized for voice, provided the
majority of traffic
• Public Telecom Operators were national
champions of their respective markets

Currently

• Mobile data, especially from smartphones,
provides a growing share of global traffic
• Traffic is shifting away from network operators to
Over-the-top content creators
• Video streaming (eg Youtube, Netflix) provides
largest share of traffic in most markets

In future

• “Machines” will be the main source of traffic -Internet of Things, automated vehicles, sensor
networks, data centers etc
• Traffic patterns will be closer to population shares

Source: Ericsson.

Data-driven firms, by market capitalization

Europe, Africa & LAC in danger of missing the data revolution

Digital enterprises (US$1bn
plus revenue), by region

What types of data are likely to be useful for development?
The data market
• Personal data is created through an individual’s actions
• For instance, making an online payment

• Through digitizing analogue records:
• Such as medical records

• Through devices:
• Such as call data records and “data exhaust”

• As phones, sensors, cameras and computers multiply,
our digital trail grows ever larger
• Our digital profiles represent our online personas
• As our digital history grows ever richer, marketeers are
better able to respond to and anticipate our needs

• Companies use Artificial Intelligence to better predict
our desires and action
• More data equals stronger AI

Responsible Use of Big Data & AI
• SDG 1: No Poverty

• Using nightlights data, combined with high-res satellite
imagery, for rapid estimation of poverty levels in Africa

• SDG 2: Zero hunger

• Using Big Data on climate patterns to predict drought in
Colombia

• SDG 6: Clean water and sanitation

• Sensor networks to monitor water quality in coastal
waters off Singapore

• SDG 8: Decent work and economic growth

• Using LinkedIn data to understand labor market trends
and enhance vocational education

• SDG 10 Reduced inequalities

• Sentiment analysis of local language radio broadcasts in
Uganda

• SDG 13: Climate action

• Using mobile signal strength (attenuation) to enhance
road network resilience to flash floods in Senegal

• SDG 16: Peace, justice and strong institutions

• Using AI to improve eGovernment services in Estonia

People and Data
While the data revolution brings lots
of benefits to citizens, it also brings
risks and costs to individuals

• Benefits include better decision making and
more convenience. Services can be “free”,
thanks to advertising, but require data access
• Possible costs include loss of privacy, agency
and control
• Risks include the danger of exclusion, as a
result of profiling, and erosion of trust

Emerging trends suggest new
opportunities for individuals to
regain control of their personal data

• Keeping personal data secure may also permit
individuals to monetize it
• Average global revenue from advertising is
around US$53 per internet user per year
• There is a trade-off between surrendering
personal data to gain free services, like email

Towards a citizen-controlled market for data

Willingness to share personal data
Globally, 27 per cent of
consumers are happy to
share personal data in
return for convenience
and other benefits
Chinese citizens are most
willing. Japanese citizens
are the least willing to
share

Firms and Data
Data assets are becoming crucial for
competitiveness of nations and firms

Price of 1Gb of mobile data as % of GDP per capita

• The emergence of the data economy is
producing new business models
• Digital Platforms are becoming particularly
important, but can become gatekeepers
• If data is the new oil, then firms must seek
cheaper supplies and must invest in data
centers to extract value

Data inequalities increasingly
dominate in global economies, but
they need not be permanent

• Countries can take steps to reduce the data
talent gap
• Competitive market entry can help to develop
data infrastructure and reduce prices
• Clarify the policy environment, especially for
data protection, cybersecurity and IPRs
• Promote data entrepreneurship and innovation

Source: ICTdata.org, World Bank.

Policies for the data economy
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